
7 SEO
Myths
That Need
To Stop. 

#3 is controversial 



#1 — Domain Age =
Ranking Factor 
Domain age is not a ranking factor, signal,
nor advantage. 

Just having a domain registered and
sitting for 10 years means nothing. 

However, older domains might have links
still pointing to them, which potentially
can benefit you if they are relevant.

 Myth: busted. 



#2 — SEO Takes 12
Months to "Work" 
The amount of time SEO takes to bear
noticeable results depends on the niche
you are targeting and the keywords
within that niche. 

For example: you can make up a new
keyword, like "egnjengjeng in qtr for 23,"
create a brand new website with an
article targeting that keyword, and rank
for it within 7 days. 

There is no one-size-fits-all guideline on
how fast SEO will produce results.

 Myth: busted. 



EAT (expertise, authoritativeness,
trustworthiness) is not a ranking factor. 

It is a criteria for analysis that
encompasses multiple ranking factors. 

E-A-T is a set of guidelines that Google
looks at when trying to understand if
content is trusted and credible enough to
display in a search result with the hope
that users of Google will find that
information accurate and helpful.

 Myth: busted. 

#3 — EAT = Ranking
Factor



Content is key, but it's not all you need.

Great content with zero authority or poor
technical SEO will not rank.

You can publish the best piece of finance
literature on the web, but if you don't
have links from reputable sources, the
"quality" of your content is subjective —
you ain't outranking NerdWallet. 
 
Links = objective measure of quality. 

And if you're no-indexing your content, it
doesn't matter how good it is. 
 

 Myth: busted. 

#4 — "Content is all
you need."



In a world where consumer ideas,
behavior, and history as we know it
unfolds faster than ever before, SEO is far
from one and done. 

What was accurate 2-3 years ago might
be inaccurate today. 

And what people wanted 2-3 years ago
might be different than today. 

SEO is a constant process of publishing,
refining, promoting, and building a brand
people seek out. 
 

 Myth: busted. 

#5 — SEO is a One and
Done Process 



Paying Google to advertise does not
mean they are more likely to rank you
better organically than others who are
not paying for ads. 

However, paid ads and SEO go hand-in-
hand. 

Paid ads can help you find what keywords
drive high conversion rates, giving you
great ideas for prioritizing organic
keywords. 

 
 

 Myth: busted. 

#6 — Paid Ads Are a
Ranking Factor 



Social links are nofollow. 

Social doesn't pass equity. 

While these are true, they miss the real
value of social in relation to SEO:

Building relationships and driving brand
awareness. 

Anything that helps you drive more brand
presence, trust, credibility, and
subsequent links will improve your SEO.
 
Social is not a ranking factor, but it sure
can help when executed properly. 
 

 Myth: busted. 

#7 — Social Media
Doesn't Benefit SEO



Subscribe to my SEO
for Startups

newsletter for more:
jermoser.com 


